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GB/T-2009, GB-2009 -- Chinese
National Standard PDF-English,
Catalog (year 2009)
Chinese National Standard: GB
Series of year 2009
https://www.chinesestandard.net This document provides the
comprehensive list of Chinese National Standards - Category: GB, GB/T
Series of year 2009.

ICTR 2018 International Conference
on Tourism Research
Academic Conferences and publishing limited These proceedings represent
the work of researchers participating in the International Conference on
Tourism Research (ICTR 2018) which is being hosted by JAMK University of
Applied Sciences, Jyväskylä, Finland on 23-24 March 2018.

Food Justice
MIT Press The story of how the emerging food justice movement is seeking
to transform the American food system from seed to table. In today's food
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system, farm workers face diﬃcult and hazardous conditions, low-income
neighborhoods lack supermarkets but abound in fast-food restaurants and
liquor stores, food products emphasize convenience rather than
wholesomeness, and the international reach of American fast-food
franchises has been a major contributor to an epidemic of “globesity.” To
combat these inequities and excesses, a movement for food justice has
emerged in recent years seeking to transform the food system from seed
to table. In Food Justice, Robert Gottlieb and Anupama Joshi tell the story
of this emerging movement. A food justice framework ensures that the
beneﬁts and risks of how food is grown and processed, transported,
distributed, and consumed are shared equitably. Gottlieb and Joshi recount
the history of food injustices and describe current eﬀorts to change the
system, including community gardens and farmer training in Holyoke,
Massachusetts, youth empowerment through the Rethinkers in New
Orleans, farm-to-school programs across the country, and the Los Angeles
school system's elimination of sugary soft drinks from its cafeterias. And
they tell how food activism has succeeded at the highest level: advocates
waged a grassroots campaign that convinced the Obama White House to
plant a vegetable garden. The ﬁrst comprehensive inquiry into this
emerging movement, Food Justice addresses the increasing disconnect
between food and culture that has resulted from our highly industrialized
food system.

New Cultural Landscapes
Routledge While historical and protected landscapes have been well
studied for years, the cultural signiﬁcance of ordinary landscapes is now
increasingly recognised. This groundbreaking book discusses how
contemporary cultural landscapes can be, and are, created and recognised.
The book challenges common concepts of cultural landscapes as protected
or ‘special’ landscapes that include signiﬁcant buildings or features. Using
case studies from around the world it questions the usual measures of
judgement related to cultural landscapes and instead focuses on
landscapes that are created, planned or simply evolve as a result of
changing human cultures, management policy and practice. Each
contribution analyses the geographical and human background of the
landscape, and policies and management strategies that impact upon it,
and deﬁnes the meanings of 'cultural landscape' in its particular context.
Taken together they establish a new paradigm in the study of landscapes
in all forms.

Asset Building & Community
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Development
SAGE Employing a broad deﬁnition of community development, this book
shows how asset building can help increase the capacity of residents to
improve their quality of life. It provides students and practitioners with
theoretical and practical guidance on how to mobilize community capital
(physical, human, social, ﬁnancial, environmental, political, and cultural) to
eﬀect positive change. Authors Gary Paul Green and Anna Haines show
that development controlled by community-based organizations provides a
better match between these assets and the needs of the communities.

Farm to Table
The Essential Guide to Sustainable
Food Systems for Students,
Professionals, and Consumers
Chelsea Green Publishing In Farm to Table, Darryl Benjamin and Chef
Lyndon Virkler explore both the roots of our current, corporate food
system malaise, and the response by small farmers, food co-ops, chefs and
restaurateurs, institutions, and many more, to replace the status quo with
something more healthy, fair, just, and delicious. Today's consumers are
demanding increase accountability from food growers and purveyors. Farm
to Table illuminates the best practices and strategies for schools,
restaurants, healthcare facilities, and other businesses and institutions, to
partner with local farmers and food producers, from purchasing to
marketing. Readers will also learn about the various alternative techniques
that farms are employing - from permaculture to rotation-intensive grazing
- to produce better tasting and more nutritious food, restore environmental
health, and meet consumer demand. A one-of-a-kind resource, Farm to
Table shows how to integrate truly sustainable principles into every
juncture of our evolving food system.--COVER.

Sustainable Diets
Linking Nutrition and Food Systems
CABI This book takes a transdisciplinary approach and considers
multisectoral actions, integrating health, agriculture and environmental
sector issues to comprehensively explore the topic of sustainable diets.
The team of international authors informs readers with arguments,
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challenges, perspectives, policies, actions and solutions on global topics
that must be properly understood in order to be eﬀectively addressed.
They position issues of sustainable diets as central to the Earth's future.
Presenting the latest ﬁndings, they: - Explore the transition to sustainable
diets within the context of sustainable food systems, addressing the right
to food, and linking food security and nutrition to sustainability. - Convey
the urgency of coordinated action, and consider how to engage multiple
sectors in dialogue and joint research to tackle the pressing problems that
have taken us to the edge, and beyond, of the planet's limits to growth. Review tools, methods and indicators for assessing sustainable diets. Describe lessons learned from case studies on both traditional food
systems and current dietary challenges. As an aﬃliated project of the One
Planet Sustainable Food Systems Programme, this book provides a way
forward for achieving global and local targets, including the Sustainable
Development Goals and the United Nations Decade of Action on Nutrition
commitments. This resource is essential reading for scientists,
practitioners, and students in the ﬁelds of nutrition science, food science,
environmental sciences, agricultural sciences, development studies, food
studies, public health and food policy.

Bridging the gap between nutrition
and agriculture in Telangana State,
India
An assessment of capacity within
agricultural extension and advisory
services
Food & Agriculture Org. Equipping agricultural extension and advisory
services with nutrition knowledge, competencies and skills is essential to
promote nutrition-sensitive agriculture. This report presents the results of
an assessment of capacity within agricultural extension and advisory
services, undertaken in Telangana State, India, with the global capacity
needs assessment (GCNA) methodology developed by FAO and GFRAS. The
methodology is available online at https://doi.org/10.4060/cb2069en
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Culinary Nutrition
The Science and Practice of Healthy
Cooking
Academic Press Culinary Nutrition: The Science and Practice of Healthy
Cooking is the ﬁrst textbook speciﬁcally written to bridge the relationship
between food science, nutrition and culinology as well as consumer choices
for diet, health and enjoyment. The book uses a comprehensive format
with real-life applications, recipes and color photographs of ﬁnished dishes
to emphasize the necessity of sustainably deliverable, health-beneﬁcial
and taste-desirable products. With pedagogical elements to enhance and
reinforce learning opportunities, this book explores what foods involve the
optimum nutritional value for dietary needs, including speciﬁc dietary
requirements and how foods are produced. It also considers alternative
production methods, along with the impact of preparation on both the
nutritional value of a food and its consumer acceptability. Other
discussions focus on the basics of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids,
issues of diet and disease such as weight management, and food
production and preparation. Laboratory-type, in-class activities are
presented using limited materials and applications of complex concepts in
real-life situations. This book will be a valuable resource for undergraduate
students in culinary nutrition, nutrition science, food science and nutrition,
and culinary arts courses. It will also appeal to professional chefs and food
scientists as well as research chefs in product development. Gourmand
World Cookbook Awards 2014: USA, Best Author or Chef for Professionals,
Gourmand International Global Food Industry Awards 2014: Special
Mention in Communicating Science-Related Knowledge to Consumers
Aimed at Improving their Lifestyle, International Union of Food Science and
Technology (IUFoST) Explores the connections among the technical
sciences of nutrition, food science and the culinary arts as well as
consumer choices for diet, health and enjoyment Presents laboratory-type,
in-class activities using limited materials and real-life applications of
complex concepts Includes photographs and recipes to enhance learning
experience
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Catalog (year 2014)
Chinese National Standard: GB
Series of year 2014
https://www.chinesestandard.net This document provides the
comprehensive list of Chinese National Standards - Category: GB, GB/T
Series of year 2014.

List of English-translated Chinese
standards 2016
English-translated Chinese
standards
https://www.codeofchina.com HTTPS://WWW.CODEOFCHINA.COM
EMAIL:COC@CODEOFCHINA.COM "Codeofchina Inc., a part of TransForyou
(Beijing) Translation Co., Ltd., is a professional Chinese code translator in
China. Now, Codeofchina Inc. is running a professional Chinese code
website, www.codeofchina.com. Through this website, Codeofchina Inc.
provides English-translated Chinese codes to clients worldwide. About
TransForyou TransForyou (Beijing) Translation Co., Ltd., established in
2003, is a reliable language service provider for clients at home and
abroad. Since our establishment, TransForyou has been aiming to build up
a translation brand with our professional dedicated service. Currently,
TransForyou is the director of China Association of Engineering
Construction Standardization (CECS); the committeeman of Localization
Service Committee / Translators Association of China (TAC) and the
member of Boya Translation Culture Salon (BTCS); and the ﬁeld study
center of the University of the University of International Business &
Economics (UIBE) and Hebei University (HU). In 2016, TransForyou ranked
27th among Asian Language Service Providers by Common Sense Advisory.
"
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From Industrial to Sustainable Food
Systems
Routledge The industrial food system of the West is increasingly perceived
as problematic. The physical, social and intellectual distance between
consumers and their food stems from a food system that privileges
quantity and eﬃciency over quality, with an underlying assumption that
food is a commodity, rather than a source of nourishment and pleasure. In
the wake of various food and health scares, there is a growing demand
from consumers to change the food they eat, which in turn acts as a
catalyst for the industry to adapt and for alternative systems to evolve.
Drawing on a wealth of empirical research into mainstream and alternative
North American food systems, this book discusses how sustainable, grass
roots, local food systems oﬀer a template for meaningful individual
activism as a way to bring about change from the bottom up, while at the
same time creating pressure for policy changes at all levels of government.
This movement signals a shift away from market economy principles and
reﬂects a desire to embody social and ecological values as the foundation
for future growth.

GB/T-2008, GB-2008 -- Chinese
National Standard PDF-English,
Catalog (year 2008)
Chinese National Standard: GB
Series of year 2008
https://www.chinesestandard.net This document provides the
comprehensive list of Chinese National Standards - Category: GB, GB/T
Series of year 2008.

Eco-Translation
Translation and Ecology in the Age
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of the Anthropocene
Taylor & Francis Ecology has become a central question governing the
survival and sustainability of human societies, cultures and languages. In
this timely study, Michael Cronin investigates how the perspective of the
Anthropocene, or the eﬀect of humans on the global environment, has
profound implications for the way translation is considered in the past,
present and future. Starting with a deep history of translation and ranging
from food ecology to inter-species translation and green translation
technology, this thought-provoking book oﬀers a challenging and
ultimately hopeful perspective on how translation can play a vital role in
the future survival of the planet.

The Politics of Food
The Global Conﬂict Between Food
Security and Food Sovereignty
ABC-CLIO A description of the current global food system, this book
challenges our ethical responsibility to the global poor and implicates us all
for failing to curb global hunger and malnutrition. * Includes citations and
references to primary source documents of the United Nations, World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Trade Organization *
Oﬀers an index of key terms and themes, such as food security, food
sovereignty, and human rights

New Trends and Opportunities for
Central and Eastern European
Tourism
IGI Global Within the past decade, there has been a re-emergence of
tourism in Europe, especially in the central and eastern regions. With
socialism becoming a distant memory, these former communist countries
are now attractive destinations for travel. Research on this current
phenomenon is essential, as professionals and scientists must stay
informed on the modern development of this global region. New Trends
and Opportunities for Central and Eastern European Tourism provides
emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of
contemporary tourism in Eastern Europe and its eﬀect on economics and
sociology. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as
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monument protection, economic features, and socialist architecture, this
book is ideally designed for travel agents, tour developers, restaurateurs,
hotel management, economic analysts, government oﬃcials, policymakers,
tourism journalists, tourism practitioners, researchers, and professors
seeking current research on the development of travel in Eastern and
Central Europe.

Event Design
Social perspectives and practices
Routledge Events are becoming more complex as their range of functions
grows, as meeting places, creative spaces, economic catalysts, social
drivers, community builders, image makers, business forums and network
nodes. Eﬀective design can produce more successful business models that
can help to sustain cultural and sporting activities even in diﬃcult
economic times. This process requires creative imagination, and a design
methodology or in other words ‘imagineering’. This book brings together a
wide range of international experts in the ﬁelds of events, design and
imagineering to examine the event design process. It explores the entire
event experience from conception and production to consumption and cocreation. By doing so it oﬀers insight into eﬀective strategies for coping
with the shift in value creation away from transactional economic value
towards social and relational value which beneﬁt a range of stakeholders
from the community to policy makers. Mega-events, small community
events, business events and festivals in eight diﬀerent countries are
examined providing an international view of social issues in event design.
A wide selection of current research perspectives is employed, integrating
both theoretical and applied contributions. The multidisciplinary nature of
the material means that it will appeal to a broad academic audience, such
as art and design, cultural studies, tourism, events studies, sociology and
hospitality.

GB/T-2019, GB-2019 -- Chinese
National Standard PDF-English,
Catalog (year 2019)
Chinese National Standard: GB
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Series of year 2019
https://www.chinesestandard.net This document provides the
comprehensive list of Chinese National Standards - Category: GB, GB/T
Series of year 2019.

Theme Cities: Solutions for Urban
Problems
Springer This book reviews a series of new urban ideas or themes designed
to help make cities more liveable, sustainable, safe and inclusive.
Featuring examples drawn from cities all over the world, the various
chapters provide critical assessments of each of the various approaches
and their potential to improve urban life. New Urbanism: creating new
areas based on a more humane scale with neighbourhood cohesion Just
Cities: creating more fairness in decision-making so all residents can
participate and beneﬁt. Green Cities: helping places become greener with
environmental rehabilitation and protection Sustainable Cities: avoiding
the waste of resources and harmful pollution in settlements Transition
Towns: developing local initiatives for more sustainable actions Winter
Cities: making cities in cold climates more comfortable and enjoyable
Resilient Cities: strengthening cities to better enable them to withstand
natural hazards Creative Cities: supporting cultural industries and
attracting talented individuals Knowledge Cities: creating, renewing and
spreading knowledge and innovation Safe Cities: ensuring that citizens are
better protected against criminal actions Healthy Cities: making
improvements in the health of people in cities Festive Cities: rediscovering
the utility of festive events in settlements Slow Cities: enhancing locally
unique activities, such as local cuisines and community interactions This
volume oﬀers a host of approaches designed to give a new direction and
focus to planning policies, helping readers to fully understand the
advantages and disadvantages of each potential idea. It seeks to solve the
many current problems associated with urban developments, making it a
valuable resource for university and college students in urban geography,
urban planning, urban sociology and urban studies as well as to planners
and the general public.

The Struggle for the World
Liberation Movements for the 21st
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Century
Stanford University Press What do Mexico's Zapatistas, the French National
Front, Slow Food, rave subculture, and al-Qaeda all have in common? From
right-wing to left-wing to no-wing, they all proudly proclaim their mission
to defend their distinctive identities against modernity's homogenizing
processes. This controversial book establishes fundamental similarities
between anti-globalization "aurora" movements that aim to destroy the
modern world and bring a radiant new dawn to humankind. While these
groups often despise one another, they nonetheless share many
fundamental characteristics, goals, and attitudes. Drawing on the original
writings and actions of various anti-globalist groups, the authors reveal a
common tendency toward charismatic leadership, good versus evil
worldviews, the quest for authentic identity, concern with ritual, and
unbending demands for total commitment. These movements, however
they pursue world transformation and personal transcendence, are a
prominent and continuing aspect of our present condition. This book is a
strong reminder that, no matter what the cause, revolution is not a thing
of the past and the fervent search for another world continues.

Food and Agricultural Tourism
Theory and Best Practice
Routledge This book ﬁlls a gap in the growing academic discipline of food
and agricultural tourism, oﬀering the ﬁrst multidisciplinary approach to
food tourism and the role it plays in economic development, destination
marketing, and gastronomic exploration. It provides a comprehensive
introduction to the discipline by considering food tourism in connection
with both cultural values and important issues in agriculture, food
consumption and safety, and rural heritage and sustainability. The book is
divided into four Parts. Part I deﬁnes the elements of food tourism and
explains its relationship with sustainability. Part II provides an overview of
rural development and demonstrates the impact of industrialization and
globalization on eating habits. Part III focuses on food tourism studies and
market segmentation techniques to help students understand customer
needs regarding food tourism products. Finally, Part IV looks at the
ﬁnancial, policy, and legal requirements relating to food tourism
development, providing hands-on tools for students entering food tourism
businesses or industries. Complemented by a wide range of international
case studies, key deﬁnitions, and study questions, Food and Agricultural
Tourism is essential reading for students of tourism, geography, and
economic development studies.
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Slow Food Nation
Why Our Food Should Be Good,
Clean, and Fair
Rizzoli Publications By now most of us are aware of the threats looming in
the food world. The best-selling Fast Food Nation and other recent books
have alerted us to such dangers as genetically modiﬁed organisms, foodborne diseases, and industrial farming. Now it is time for answers, and
Slow Food Nation steps up to the challenge. Here the charismatic leader of
the Slow Food movement, Carlo Petrini, outlines many diﬀerent routes by
which we may take back control of our food. The three central principles of
the Slow Food plan are these: food must be sustainably produced in ways
that are sensitive to the environment, those who produce the food must be
fairly treated, and the food must be healthful and delicious. In his travels
around the world as ambassador for Slow Food, Petrini has witnessed
ﬁrsthand the many ways that native peoples are feeding themselves
without making use of the harmful methods of the industrial complex. He
relates the wisdom to be gleaned from local cultures in such varied places
as Mongolia, Chiapas, Sri Lanka, and Puglia. Amidst our crisis, it is critical
that Americans look for insight from other cultures around the world and
begin to build a new and better way of eating in our communities here.

Sustainable and Resilient
Communities
A Comprehensive Action Plan for
Towns, Cities, and Regions
John Wiley & Sons Many of today's communities face an unprecedented
struggle to adapt and maintain their environmental, economic, and social
well-being in an era beleaguered by ﬁscal constraints, uncertainty about
energy prices and supplies, rapid demographic shifts, and accelerated
climate impacts. This step-by-step guidebook for urban planners and urban
designers explains how to create and implement an actionable plan for
making neighborhoods, communities, and regions more environmentally
healthy, resource-conserving, and economically resilient. Sustainable and
Resilient Communitiesdelineates measures for repairing, retroﬁtting, and
transforming our built environments and supporting systems.
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A Decent Meal
Building Empathy in a Divided
America
Stanford University Press A poignant look at empathetic encounters
between staunch ideological rivals, all centered around our common need
for food. While America's new reality appears to be a deeply divided body
politic, many are wondering how we can or should move forward from here.
Can political or social divisiveness be healed? Is empathy among people
with very little ideological common ground possible? In A Decent Meal,
Michael Carolan ﬁnds answers to these fundamental questions in a series
of unexpected places: around our dinner tables, along the aisles of our
supermarkets, and in the ﬁelds growing our fruits and vegetables. What is
more common, after all, than the simple fact that we all need to eat? This
book is the result of Carolan's career-long eﬀorts to create simulations in
which food could be used to build empathy, among even the staunchest of
rivals. Though most people assume that presenting facts will sway the way
the public behaves, time and again this assumption is proven wrong as we
all selectively accept the facts that support our beliefs. Drawing on the
data he has collected, Carolan argues that we must, instead, ﬁnd places
and practices where incivility—or worse, hate—is suspended and leverage
those opportunities into tools for building social cohesion. Each chapter
follows the individuals who participated in a given experiment, ranging
from strawberry-picking, attempting to subsist on SNAP beneﬁts, or
attending a dinner of wild game. By engaging with participants before,
during, and after, Carolan is able to document their remarkable shifts in
attitude and opinion. Though this book is framed around food, it is really
about the spaces opened up by our need for food, in our communities, in
our homes, and, ultimately, in our minds.

Eating Culture
An Anthropological Guide to Food,
Second Edition
University of Toronto Press From ingredients and recipes to meals and
menus across time and space, Eating Culture is a highly engaging overview
that illustrates the important role that anthropology and anthropologists
have played in understanding food, as well as the key role that food plays
in the study of culture. The new edition, now with a full-color interior,
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introduces discussions about nomadism, commercializing food, food
security, and ethical consumption, including treatment of animals and the
long-term environmental and health consequences of meat consumption.
"Grist to the Mill" sections at the end of each chapter provide further
readings and "Food for Thought" case studies and exercises help to
highlight anthropological methods and approaches. By considering the
concept of cuisine and public discourse, this practical guide brings order
and insight to our changing relationship with food.

Slow Tourism
Experiences and Mobilities
Channel View Publications Bringing together scholars from the areas of
tourism, leisure and cultural studies, eco-humanities and tourism
management, this book examines the emerging phenomenon of slow
tourism. The book explores the range of travel experiences that are part of
growing consumer concerns with quality leisure time, environmental and
cultural sustainability, as well as the embodied experience of place. Slow
tourism encapsulates a range of lifestyle practices, mobilities and ethics
that are connected to social movements such as slow food and cities, as
well as specialist sectors such as ecotourism and voluntourism. The slow
experience of temporality can evoke and incite diﬀerent ways of being and
moving, as well as diﬀerent logics of desire that value travel experiences
as forms of knowledge. Slow travel practices reﬂect a range of ethicalpolitical positions that have yet to be critically explored in the academic
literature despite the growth of industry discourse.

Food Policy Environments:
Discursive Eﬀects, Material
Consequences
Frontiers Media SA

Slow Travel and Tourism
Earthscan It is widely recognized that travel and tourism can have a high
environmental impact and make a major contribution to climate change. It
is therefore vital that ways to reduce these impacts are developed and
implemented. 'Slow travel' provides such a concept, drawing on ideas from
the 'slow food' movement with a concern for locality, ecology and quality of
life. The aim of this book is to deﬁne slow travel and to discuss how some
underlining values are likely to pervade new forms of sustainable
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development. It also aims to provide insights into the travel experience;
these are explored in several chapters which bring new knowledge about
sustainable transport tourism from across the world. In order to do this the
book explores the concept of slow travel and sets out its core ingredients,
comparing it with related frameworks such as low-carbon tourism and
sustainable tourism development. The authors explain slow travel as
holiday travel where air and car transport is rejected in favour of more
environmentally benign forms of overland transport, which generally take
much longer and become incorporated as part of the holiday experience.
The book critically examines the key trends in tourism transport and recent
climate change debates, setting out the main issues facing tourism
planners. It reviews the potential for new consumption patterns, as well as
current business models that facilitate hyper-mobility. This provides a
cutting edge critique of the 'upstream' drivers to unsustainable tourism.
Finally, the authors illustrate their approach through a series of case
studies from around the world, featuring travel by train, bus, cycling and
walking. Examples are drawn from Europe, Asia, Australia and the
Americas. Cases include the Eurostar train (as an alternative to air travel),
walking in the Appalachian Trail (US), the Euro-Velo network of longdistance cycling routes, canoe tours on the Gudena River in Denmark, sea
kayaking in British Columbia (Canada) and the Oz Bus Europe to Australia.

NHM -Punjab-Community Health
Oﬃcer-NHM--CHO Exam: Nursing
Subject Ebook-PDF
Objective Questions From Various
Competitive Exams With Answers
Chandresh Agrawal SGN.The Ebook NHM -Punjab-Community Health OﬃcerNHM--CHO Exam: Nursing Subject Covers Objective Questions From Various
Competitive Exams With Answers .

The Life of Cheese
Crafting Food and Value in America
Univ of California Press The politics of food, land, and labor are examined
through this anthropological study of American artisanal cheesemaking.
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Motivating Change: Sustainable
Design and Behaviour in the Built
Environment
Routledge Today’s most pressing challenges require behaviour change at
many levels, from the city to the individual. This book focuses on the
collective inﬂuences that can be seen to shape change. Exploring the
underlying dimensions of behaviour change in terms of consumption,
media, social innovation and urban systems, the essays in this book are
from many disciplines, including architecture, urban design, industrial
design and engineering, sociology, psychology, cultural studies, waste
management and public policy. Aimed especially at designers and
architects, Motivating Change explores the diversity of current approaches
to change, and the multiple ways in which behaviour can be understood as
an enactment of values and beliefs, standards and habitual practices in
daily life, and more broadly in the urban environment.

21st Century Sociology: A
Reference Handbook
SAGE Publisher Description

Globalization
Prospects and Problems
SAGE Publications Globalization: Prospects and Problems, by JoAnn Chirico,
provides a comprehensive and enlightening overview of globalization
issues and topics. Emphasizing the theory and methods that social
scientists employ to study globalization, the text reveals how macro
globalization processes impact individual lives—from the spread of
scientiﬁc discourse to which jobs are more or less likely to be oﬀshored.
The author presents a clear image of “the big globalization picture” by
skillfully exploring, piece by piece, a myriad of globalization topics,
debates, theories, and empirical data. Compelling chapters on theory,
global civil society, democracy, cities, religion, institutions (sports,
education, and health care), along with three chapters on global
challenges, help readers develop a broad understanding of key topics and
issues. Throughout the text, the author encourages readers to relate their
personal experiences to globalization processes, allowing for a more
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meaningful and relevant learning experience.

Research Anthology on Food Waste
Reduction and Alternative Diets for
Food and Nutrition Security
IGI Global The world population is expected to increase exponentially
within the next decade, which means that the food demand will increase
and so will waste production. The increasing demand for food as well as
changes in consumption habits have led to the greater availability and
variety of food with a longer shelf life. However, there is a need for
eﬀective food waste management and food preservation as wasted food
leads to overutilization of water and fossil fuels and increasing greenhouse
gas emissions from the degradation of food. The Research Anthology on
Food Waste Reduction and Alternative Diets for Food and Nutrition
Security explores methods for reducing waste and cutting food loss in
order to help the environment and support local communities as well as
solve issues including that of land space. It also provides vital research on
the development of plant-based foods, meat-alternative diets, and
nutritional outcomes. Highlighting a range of topics such as agricultural
production, food supply chains, and sustainable diets, this publication is an
ideal reference source for policymakers, sustainable developers,
politicians, ecologists, environmentalists, corporate executives, farmers,
and academicians seeking current research on food and nutrition security.

Commodiﬁcation of Global Agrifood
Systems and Agro-Ecology
Convergence, Divergence and
Beyond in Turkey
Taylor & Francis This book explores the shifting relations of food
provisioning in Turkey from a comparative global political economy
perspective. It oﬀers in-depth ethnographic analysis, interviews and
historical insights into the ambiguities and diversities that simultaneously
aﬀect the changing conditions of food and agriculture in Turkey. Speciﬁc
issues examined include the commodiﬁcation of land, food and labour; the
expansion and deepening of industrial standardization; the expansion of a
supermarket model; and concomitant changes in, as well as the
simultaneous co-existence of, traditional methods of production and
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marketing. Contrasting observations are drawn from diverse locales to
provide examples of convergence, divergence and cohabitation in relation
to transnationally advocated industrial models. Commodiﬁcation of Global
Agrifood Systems and Agro-Ecology employs a form of comparative
perspective that allows the particular processes of restructuring of
agrifood relations in Turkey to be simultaneously distinguished from, yet
related to, changes taking place in global power dynamics. Yıldız Atasoy
explores agrifood transformation in Turkey with a unique approach that
considers a plurality of intertwined normative inﬂuences, ontological
beliefs, cultural–religious narratives, political struggles and
critical–interpretive positions. Based on original research, the book treats
changes in food provisioning as an analytical thread capable of uncovering
how the normative acceptability of capitalized agriculture and technoscientiﬁc innovation is entangled with processes of class formation,
growing inter-capitalist competition and Islamic politics. Such processes, in
turn, frame income/wealth generation, landscape management, agroecological dynamics and labour practices, as well as the taste and smell of
place.

Hidden Hunger and the
Transformation of Food Systems
How to Combat the Double Burden
of Malnutrition?
Karger Medical and Scientiﬁc Publishers Hidden hunger is not about
providing enough calories, it is about a lack of micronutrients, which has
life-long consequences for the children who are mostly aﬀected. This
begins with physical and cognitive developmental disorders and continues
with an increased risk of non-communicable diseases and the occurrence of
obesity. The book compiles the contributions of the Fourth Congress on
Hidden Hunger 2019 as original articles. The focus of the congress was the
problem of malnutrition and overweight, which can coexist and is termed a
“double burden”. Part of the book deals with the causes of malnutrition
and the challenge of achieving an agricultural system that is more focused
on food quality. Another part discusses the causes and intervention
approaches to tackling childhood obesity, especially in connection with
malnutrition. All in all, this publication is a summary of important work by
highly renowned authors on the topic of the congress: “Hidden Hunger and
the Transformation of Food Systems: How to Combat the Double Burden of
Malnutrition?” Like its two predecessors, the book ﬁlls an important gap by
summarizing the essential aspects for science, applied research, and
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politics at a high level.

Fast Food Nation
The Dark Side of the All-American
Meal
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Explores the homogenization of American
culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health,
economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.

Not Your Mother's Slow Cooker
Cookbook
Harvard Common Press Not Your Mother's guide to 350 recipes for getting
the most out of today's slow cooker.

The Agile City
Building Well-being and Wealth in
an Era of Climate Change
Island Press In a very short time America has realized that global warming
poses real challenges to the nation's future. The Agile City engages the
fundamental question: what to do about it? Journalist and urban analyst
James S. Russell argues that we'll more quickly slow global warming-and
blunt its eﬀects-by retroﬁtting cities, suburbs, and towns. The Agile City
shows that change undertaken at the building and community level can
reach carbon-reduction goals rapidly. Adapting buildings (39 percent of
greenhouse-gas emission) and communities (slashing the 33 percent of
transportation related emissions) oﬀers numerous other beneﬁts that tax
gimmicks and massive alternative-energy investments can't match. Rapidly
improving building techniques can readily cut carbon emissions by half,
and some can get to zero. These cuts can be aﬀordably achieved in the
windshield-shattering heat of the desert and the bone-chilling cold of the
north. Intelligently designing our towns could reduce marathon commutes
and child chauﬀeuring to a few miles or eliminate it entirely. Agility,
Russell argues, also means learning to adapt to the eﬀects of climate
change, which means redesigning the obsolete ways real estate is
ﬁnanced; housing subsidies are distributed; transportation is provided; and
water is obtained, distributed and disposed of. These engines of growth
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have become increasingly more dysfunctional both economically and
environmentally. The Agile City highlights tactics that create multiplier
eﬀects, which means that ecologically driven change can shore-up
economic opportunity, can make more productive workplaces, and can help
revive neglected communities. Being able to look at multiple eﬀects and
multiple beneﬁts of political choices and private investments is essential to
assuring wealth and well-being in the future. Green, Russell writes, grows
the future.

Business & Society: Ethics,
Sustainability & Stakeholder
Management
Cengage Learning Gain a solid understanding of the importance of
business ethics, sustainability and stakeholder management using a strong
managerial perspective within Carroll/Brown/Buchholtz's BUSINESS AND
SOCIETY: ETHICS, SUSTAINABILITY, AND STAKEHOLDER MANAGEMENT, 11E.
You discover, ﬁrst-hand, how today’s most successful business decision
makers both balance and protect the interests of various stakeholders,
including investors, employees, consumers, the community, and the
environment. You learn how strong business decisions making skills are
particularly critical as businesses navigate today's issues, such as climate
change and a global pandemic. Updated chapter content and 34 timely
cases examine the social, legal, political and ethical responsibilities of a
business to all external and internal groups that have a stake or interest in
that business. Ethics in Practice cases also provide opportunities to apply
your skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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